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SEX, POLITICS, AND
SUSTAINABILITY
Why Sex Matters: A Darwinian Look at
Human Behavior. Bobbi S. Low.
Princeton University Press, Princeton,
NJ, 2001. 432 pp., illus. $18.95 (ISBN
0-691-08975-2 paper).
volutionary biologist and anthropologist Bobbi Low has written a
compelling and comprehensive synthesis of what is known (and not known)
about the evolutionary basis for complex sexual behaviors in humans and
other species. Low clearly and convincingly explains at several different levels of
causality why sex matters. Ultimately,
sexual reproduction is a very effective
way to ensure genetic diversity within a
species, and genetic diversity is essential
for the survival of the vast majority of
species that are confronted with uncertain
environments. For example, when organisms are faced with pathogens that can
quickly zero in on genetically homogeneous populations, diversity is an essential survival strategy, which explains why
almost all species of plants and animals
on earth employ sexual reproduction.
Given this, the wrongheadedness of the
idea of mass cloning of higher organisms becomes apparent. Imagine how
easy a target for pathogens herds of genetically identical sheep or cows would
be. Any slight savings realized by cloning
only the very best-producing animals
would be far outweighed by the costs of
protecting them from pathogens.
Once going down the road of sexual
reproduction, the next question is, Why
are there only two sexes? Why not 3 or 10
or 100? Although there are a few rare exceptions (a 13-sex slime mold, for example), most higher organisms have only
two sexes. Low explains this as the natural
outcome of the two competing tasks gametes must accomplish to form a successful zygote: They must find another
gamete, and they must form a wellendowed and ultimately successful zygote. Small gametes perform the first task
well, large gametes the second. Mediumsize gametes do neither well. This leads to
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a bimodal distribution of gametes into
small, abundant, low-cost ones (male
sperm) and large, high-cost, scarce ones
(female eggs).
Low then elaborates on how these
competing tasks of producing a large
number of small, inexpensive sperm and
producing and nurturing a small number of large, expensive eggs are the basis
for many male–female structural and behavioral differences across a broad range
of species (including humans). Relative
parental investment in offspring ultimately explains a lot of the “whys”behind
male–female behavioral differences, including why males are usually the aggressors and risk takers (and shorter
lived) while females are more nurturing
(and live longer), why polygamy is such
a common system and polyandry is so
rare, why the division of labor along sexual lines is so common, why older men
are still considered sexually attractive
while older women generally are not,
why large breasts and slim waists are considered attractive in women, whereas
men with control over resources are considered attractive to women, and a host
of other common sexual patterns that
exist across a broad range of cultures.
Although Low’s book also acknowledges the complex links between biological and cultural evolution, she does not
take the next step of considering cultural
reproduction itself as a distinct and parallel phenomenon. The ideas, norms,
and rules that make up cultures can, like
organisms, reproduce themselves, but
without regard to the genetic relatedness
of the individuals who carry those behaviors. If ideas and other aspects of culture reproduce and compete, there will be
selection pressure for the most “successful” ideas, norms, and rules, where success is judged by the spread and
reproduction of the idea, norm, or rule
within the population. This type of reproduction is quite distinct from the
physical reproduction of organisms. It
allows culturally based evolution to occur at “light speed” relative to genetic
evolution and in many cases to override
genetically based behavior patterns
(Ehrlich 2000). Of course, cultural and
genetic evolution are intimately interconnected, but it is just this complex in-

terconnection that has yet to be adequately explained and which represents
a significant research challenge for evolutionary scientists.
Another important question has to
do with the “reflexive” nature of cultural
evolution: Because we are capable of at
least some degree of conceptualization
and foresight, we can exert at least partial
control over our own selection environment (Arrow 1962). The process then
becomes one of conscious design and
tinkering with the cultural evolutionary
process rather than passive response to
externally determined biological criteria. How does this process work and what
are its limits? Devising policy instruments and identifying incentives that can
translate foresight into effective modifications of short-run cultural evolutionary dynamics is a key research challenge.
In cultural evolution, we have the unique
potential to first envision our goals and
then modify the cultural selection criteria in order to achieve them (Costanza et
al. 1993, 2000).
Low’s book provides a solid basis for
addressing these and countless other
questions that are critical to understanding human sexual behaviors. But
understanding how cultural evolution
works and how it interacts with biological evolution in determining human behavior is still an elusive and increasingly
important target.
ROBERT COSTANZA
Center for Environmental
Science and Biology Department
Director, Institute for
Ecological Economics
University of Maryland
Solomons, MD 20688-0038
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RADICAL SOLUTIONS TO
OLD PROBLEMS
The Poverty of the Linnaean Hierarchy: A Philosophical Study of Biological Taxonomy. Marc Ereshefsky. Cambridge University Press, New York,
2001. 316 pp., illus. $65.00 (ISBN 0521-781701 hard cover).

n his book, Ereshefsky’s goals are both
scientific and philosophical. The scientific goal is to provide a balanced and
accurate discussion of biological systematics—the nature of species taxa, the
species category, and the relationship between phylogeny and classification. His
philosophical objective is to urge a temperate version of pluralism. He also
makes two extremely radical proposals.
In keeping with his pluralism, Ereshefsky
suggests that systematists should not limit
themselves to the construction of a single classification but should produce a
half-dozen or so different classifications,
each with its own theoretical foundation. In addition, he thinks the Linnaean
hierarchy should be abandoned.
Ereshefsky’s philosophical preference
for pluralism motivates much of what
he has to say on scientific issues. He thinks
the world is constituted in such a way that
it can be subdivided in several different
ways, all of which can be equally legitimate. With respect to biological systematics, pluralists maintain that more than
one legitimate species concept and way of
classifying the resulting species exist,
while monists keep striving for one—
and only one—preferred classification
and species concept. As things now stand,
the literature on the species category supports Ereshefsky’s pluralist inclinations.
Systematists have set forth numerous different definitions of the species category—22 at last count!
A preference for monism does not require a blanket rejection of the multi-
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